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Deborah Colton Gallery’s
Holiday POP UP!
Friday, December 10tt: 6:00 to 9:00 pm.
Saturday, Sunday, December 11th & 12th: Noon to 5:00 pm
In celebration of the great year that Deborah Colton Gallery has had in 2021, the gallery wants to host an amazing
Holiday Pop Up featuring works by Jeffrey Wheeler and Paul Horn in the main galleries! In the spirit of the holiday
season, a large Christmas tree will be full of artful gifts, as will tables of small items starting at less than $50.00!
Friday night there will be live music by Bryan Wheeler, and a special Celebrity Santa, major art patron and
collector, Lester Marks will be in appearance throughout the three-day extravaganza to take your selfies with!
Additionally, Deborah Colton Gallery will have a holiday sale on ALL art inventory this special weekend, many up
to 40% off! Other artwork gems that the gallery has shown and collected over the past twenty years will also be
reduced to prices that make great holiday gifts for your friends and family… or something for yourself too! It’s a
great time for you to get a good buy on art works from artists that you have always admired and loved!
Friday, December 10th: 6:00 to 9:00 pm. Refreshments, music, artist appearances plus their artwork! Jeff
Wheeler will be creating live ink drawing and portraits, Raffle and select Silent Auction items throughout the
evening!
Saturday and Sunday, December 11th & 12th, Noon to 5:00 pm. Exciting Open Houses!
Special appearances by our Celebrity Santa, Lester Marks, plus other surprises throughout the weekend!
Open to the Public. Admission is free!

Deborah Colton Gallery is an international contemporary arts gallery based in Houston, Texas that works with
artists, art institutions and clients worldwide. The Gallery has been curating and sponsoring exhibitions in Houston
and throughout the United States since 2000, and prior to that did projects in Asia. In the past five years the
gallery has established the “Houston Foundations” exhibitions and programming that places an emphasis on
Houston artists and the history of the City's art scene starting in the 70's. These artists have made a major
contribution to Houston becoming the major art city that it is today. The gallery also works with young artists and
launches their local, national, and international artistic careers, including this summer introducing an “Artist in
Residency” program.
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